ERRATA
This section provides instructions on location and correction of revisions and errors in the TFW LWD Survey, June 1999 method manual. Earlier manual versions should be replaced with the online version. The online version has already been updated with the changes noted on this sheet and individual pages can be downloaded or hard copies requested from the program to correct original manuals. It is recommended to replace whole pages as changes may have moved some text not identified here. Minor layout changes made to the online version are not listed in the errata sheet. These minor changes are made to correct layout problems and clean up text - they do not affect application of the method. Errata sheets will be updated as needed to cover future revisions/errors.

Document - Page 16
Section 5.2: > Deleted - last sentence in first paragraph - "Mark the blank row…"
Section 5.2.1: > Inserted - new paragraph in text box between first and second paragraph
- "NEW: Use one Form 4.1…"
> Inserted - words "on each page" in "Lowest Channel Zone Identification" section, second paragraph, third sentence, between the words "together" and "for."

Document - Page 17
Section 5.2.2: > Revised - Table 4 caption to clarify that this is only a portion of the Key Piece Volume Criteria matrix located in Appendix C.

Document - Page 21
Section 5.3.2: > Revised - Table 6 to correct English unit conversion errors.

Appendix A
Form 4.1: > Revised - new version 12/14/99 to add downstream reference point data.

Appendix B
Form 4.1: > Revised - new version 12/14/99 to add downstream reference point data.

Appendix C
Large Woody Debris Survey Criteria & Code Sheet:
> Revised - new version 7/7/99 to correct English unit conversion errors.
LWD Key Piece Volume Criteria:
> Revised - new version 7/7/99 to correct English unit conversion errors.

If you find other errors in any TFW method manual, please contact Allen Pleus at (360) 438-1181 x354 or email at apleus@nwifc.wa.gov.